NANOU

NANOU
NANOU is truly one of the world’s finest motor yachts,

The essence of a fine yacht is to be your home away from

combining the best of modern technology with traditional

home, conforming effortlessly to meet your every need.

design and craftsmanship. Nanou was built in Italy, in the

Decks and exterior spaces are designed to allow maximum

Benetti Shipyard, which is universally recognized as one

enjoyment of sun and sea.

of the best yacht builders

The interior wraps you in

in the world.

the luxury of marble, cherry

At 30 meters (100 feet),

wood and fine fabrics

with a total of four decks,

without compromise.

NANOU provides an
exceptional space for her

Diving equipment, tenders,

length, welcoming eight

water skis and kayak enable

guests, offering every

adventurous pursuits.

possible luxury and yet

Want to swim off the aft

still maintaining a sense

deck? Dive on a reef?

of intimacy that can often

Have a casual lunch with

be lost in other yachts.

family? Host a business

NANOU’s elegant

meeting? Or have an

presence and sleek style

elegant formal dinner?

make her stand out in the most sophisticated ports of call,

All these and more can be accommodated, even within the

anywhere in the world. At the same time, NANOU is able

same day. There is no better address on the seven seas

to navigate to remote parts of the ocean far from civilization,

than NANOU.

efficiently, safely and in great luxury.

Welcome aboard!....

Welcome aboard NANOU!... The latest state-of-the-art Benetti Tradition

NANOU
Enjoy sun-tanning and rest in NANOU
exclusive cushioned sun deck (not often found
on yachts of her size), with its own bar, offering
an unobstructed 360 degrees view to discover
the wonderful panorama of the Mediterranean
coasts and islands in summer, or Caribbean ones
during the winter season.
The upper deck, which can be open to the
breeze or completely closed during a cold night,
is the best place where to enjoy breakfast, lunch
or dinner in privacy, or to have a party with its “L”
shaped sofa, barbecue and enclosed pantry
forward with a dumbwaiter to the galley below.
A large flat screen DVD/VideoTV (with surround
sound system and extensive collection of films)
disappears into the pantry wall when not in use.
Port and starboard teak clad stairs lead up to
the flybridge steering position and up to the
Sun deck.

...Exclusive sun deck where to relax and enjoy sun in total privacy, upper aft deck for breakfast and entertainment

NANOU

NANOU features a traditional and elegant
cherry wood panelled interior richly finished with
decorative joinery and handcrafted marquettery
set off with colourful fabrics and marbles.

On the main deck, the spacious salon combines
a separate relaxing area with hidden TV and
entertainment systems, and a formal dining area.

Main aft deck for cocktail and welcome your friends, salon & entertainment centre to relax , dining room... or meeting room

The inventive and experienced chef onboard will
delight you with his international cuisine, a large
variety of delicious dishes, home made breads
and pastries, as well as original tapas to enjoy
together with a coktail or a large variety of wines.

NANOU
NANOU can sleep eight guests in four cabins.

A private hall leads to the Owner’s suite, located
forward on the main deck, with panoramic windows on three sides, hidden television with surround sound system, and a spacious en-suite
bathroom with separate bath and shower.

On the lower deck there are two twin cabins forward each with private bathroom, and a full beam
VIP stateroom, with en-suite bathroom.

Master stateroom with en-suite bathroom & Jacuzzi, VIP and two twins staterooms also en-suite.

NANOU

Upper deck

Main deck

Lower deck

Absolute fun, total relax, professional and dedicated service: the Adventure goes on and on...

Main Technical Data
Builder:
Construction Material:
Length Overall:
Maximum Beam:
Maximum Draft Full Load:
Full Load Displacement:
Fuel Capacity:
Fresh Water Capacity:
Main Engines:
Max Speed at Half Load:
Cruising Speed:
Range at 10 Knots:
Generators:
Bow Thruster:
Watermaker:
Stabilizers:
Propellers:
Air Conditioning System:
Exterior Styling & Concept:
Interior Design:
Accommodation for Guests:
Crew:
Classification:
Tender:

Benetti Shipyard - Italy
GRP Composite
30.23 m. - 99’ 2”
7.15 m. - 23’ 5”
1.85 m. - 6’ 1”
152 tons
21,000 l. - 5,810 US gal.
4,900 l. - 1,455 US gal.
2x CAT C 18 - 1,000 hp-746kW
14.5 Knots
12 Knots
approx. 2,100 nm
2x Kohler 55 Kw / 50 Hz
50 hp VT Naiad Marine
5,500 l. / day
1.1 sq.mt Naiad Marine
7 blades Benetti Design
Marine Air Condaria
Stefano Righini
François Zuretti
8 in 4 cabins
5 in 3 cabins
ABS and MCA
Novurania 4.6 m - 80 hp Yamaha

Toys, watersports & entertainment
Wave runner, Diving and Snorkelling gear, Banana
Water Skis, Large DVDs and CDs Libraries, Etc.....
Photography by M. Paris & F. Beckett - Brochure design & printing by Studio Deer Paris.
Special thanks to the Captain and Crew for their hospitality, kindness, precious help and patience.
Special Thanks to Azur Helicoptere - Cannes for their professionalism.

